
instruction manual

Circle Terraced Raised Garden Bed

Need help? Call 1-800-914-9835 

Monday - Friday |  8:30am - 4:30pm EST

8.5' x 8.5'



what you need

CUT LIST: 

You will be cutting 10 of the 16 

straight boards. Place remaining 6 

straight boards and all curved 

boards to the side until it's time to 

bracket the boards.

KIT CONTAINS:  

(confirm count before you begin) 

24 curved boards 

16 straight boards 

24 stacking bracket (2 packs) 

TOOLS REQUIRED:  

(if using a cordless drill/screwdriver

be mindful to not over tighten the

screws) 

Screwdriver with Phillips head

bit 

Hammer or mallet 

Handsaw 

Tape measure

Pen or pencil

TAKE 5 BOARDS:  

measure, mark and cut each to 

produce 2 sections measuring 29 

inches and 15.5 inches.

TAKE 2 BOARDS:  

measure, mark and cut each to 

produce 2 sections measuring 

25 inches and 15.5 inches.

TAKE 2 BOARDS:  

measure, mark and cut each to 

produce a section 

measuring 32 inches 

TAKE 1 BOARD:  

measure, mark and cut to produce a 

section measuring 15.5 inches 



bracketing the boards

BRACKET ORIENTATION: 
 
CURVED BOARDS: 
Nest all of your curved boards together so the curves are all facing the 
same direction. It's important to bracket all the curved boards exactly the 
same, as you can't 'flip' the boards to mate the brackets. 
 
On one side of all the boards (left or right doesn't matter, just be 
consistent) attach the bracket with the cylinder facing down. 
 
On the other side of each board, attach the bracket with the cylinder 
facing up. See diagram 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
diagram 1 
 
STRAIGHT BOARDS: 
Install the brackets the same way as the curved boards above. 

 

For information on how to physically attach your brackets follow the 

instructions provided in each bag of brackets.



building the raised garden bed

FIRST LEVEL: 
Lay out your first level with care to make the proper shape 
(see diagram 2).  
 
USE: 
6 - curved boards 
2 - 15.5" cut straight boards 
1 - 29" cut straight board 
 
TIP: To make adjusting the shape of your first level easier - temporarily 
insert stakes through bracket cylinders with the stake point pointing up. This 
will allow you to slide the connected boards together easily to fine tune the 
shape. If you'd like to install on a hard surface you can cut the stake off at 
the spikes using a handsaw. 
 
 

Find a level area with enough room for your 8.5' x 8.5' circular terraced 

garden bed. If your location is not level - you can dig into the upper slope 

and bury a level or two into the slope. The boards are designed not to rot 

with soil contact, unlike wood which is not meant for soil contact.

level 1 

 
You can also use one of 
32" cut boards that 
transverse from the outer 
circle to the keyhole on 
level 4 as a gauge for 
establishing the distance 
between the outer and 
inner edges at the bracket 
connection points. White 
lines show where you can 
use the 32" board as a 
gauge.  
                                         
 
 

29''

15.5''

diagram 2



SECOND & THIRD LEVELS: 
Build second and third levels onto your established base layer. Stakes insert 
into the recess of the stakes below. (Stake into Stake)  
 
USE: (per level) 
6 - curved boards 
2 - 15.5" cut straight boards 
1 - 29" cut straight board 
 
see diagrams 3 and 4 
 
 
 
 

level 3

level 2 diagram 3

diagram 4



FOURTH LEVEL: 
Build your 4th terrace level as shown in diagram 5. 
 
USE: (level 4) 
4 - curved boards 
2 - 32" cut straight boards 
2 - 15.5" cut straight board 
1 - 29" cut straight board 
 
 
 
 level 4

diagram 5

diagram 5



FIFTH LEVEL: 
Use the remaining boards to form your last terrace. 
 
USE: (level 5) 
2 - curved boards 
2 - 25" cut straight boards 
1 - 29" cut straight board 
 
see diagram 6 
 
 
 
 

level 5

eading

diagram 6



finishing touches

INSTALLING YOUR STAKE CAPS: 
Snap the stake caps into the recess of the stake cylinders. These should 
snap in easily unless you have hammered your stake down to far. If this is 
the case, either adjust your stakes upward or glue caps in place using a 
glue like Gorilla Glue. 
 
ADDING SOIL TO YOUR RAISED BED: 
Given the depth of the bed, it's not necessary to have good quality garden 
soil all the way to the bottom. If you have mulch or bark chips, or any top 
soil available, you can fill the first level with this material, (or even up to the 
second level towards the back of the raised bed).  
 
 
 
 
 

complete!


